Abstract-A major problem facing researchers today in the field of ad hoc networks is safety and preservation of the integrity of such networks. Among the many attacks recorded in the literature, wormhole attack remains a severe attack and not completely solved, particularly in ad hoc network configuration where OLSR is used as routing protocol. We have chosen the OLSR routing protocol because it is the most widely used ad hoc community. In general the attacker can delete, modify, copy control messages to send false messages. Our scheme consists of detecting the type of attack, the checks and then ends with alert the nodes of mobile social network. These three elements is based on the addition of five messages " Hreq , Hrep, HAlert, Probing and ACKprob" in the OLSR protocol. For the exchange of a package of Hreq , Hrep and HAlert ; and to provide authentication as well confidentiality. We have proposed the dual use of public key encryption; the message will be decrypted only by the true recipient and to ensure safe exchange of a package of Probing and ACKprob, we proposed an architecture through the use of RSA and MD5 to sign messages. The proposed solution is easy to deploy and requires no time synchronization or location information nor does it require any special equipment or complex calculation. The performances of this approach show a high detection rate under various scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are inherently more sensitive to security issues. For ad hoc networks, the main problem does not lie in both the physical media but mainly in the fact that all nodes are equivalent and potentially necessary to operate the network. In an ad hoc network attacks can be directed against a service station or those of the network. The main consequences of these attacks, presented in [1] , are summarized below:
• The introduction of a routing loop.
• The creation of a black hole that is to redirect traffic to a node that does not retransmit the information.
• The division of network into multiple subnets to block trade between nodes belonging to different subnets.
• No retransmission of messages to node.
• The stop of a node due to its lack of energy.
II. THE ATTACKS ON THE OLSR
The routing protocols operate in two distinct phases: a phase for discovery of network topology in which information control on the network topology knowledge is exchanged, and then a phase of transmission of data messages in which data is sent from a source to a destination. Unlike wired where routing operations are generally conducted by the physical interconnection dedicated and administered by a government legitimate, in mobile ad hoc these operations are entirely the responsibilities of the nodes that comprise them. This operating characteristic raises many security issues. In looking at the routing protocol OLSR, It is expected that each node generates messages properly control HELLO and TC and maintain a view of the network topology derived from the messages it receives. But as the nodes are autonomous, deviant behavior rules defined by the protocol may occur and cause deformations on the order of the topology network built.Table1 is a list of possible attacks on the protocol operations and undistorted messages (such as replay or non-broadcast control messages), then a list of attacks by construction or alteration of control messages.
III. RELATED WORK
All methods for securing routing protocols based on cryptographic methods offer security guarantees in terms of confidentiality, authentication and message integrity; they are not resulting in such attacks. This attack affects particularly the protocols based on a neighborhood discovery phase direct exchange of control messages for roles and paths between nodes. It can lead to conflicts in relationships established neighborhood. The resources currently available in the literature are:
-Cons-measurement at the physical layer; -Specific material module and time window ; -Clock synchronization loose and geographic positioning of the nodes; -Clock synchronization and fine time window; -Directional antennas.
A. Cons Measurement at the Physical Layer
The first work addressing the attack of the wormhole based on material and techniques of signal processing. It is suggested that a secret method of modulating bit radio signal. The signal can be demodulated only by authorized nodes.
A vulnerability of this method is that the method is not stored in a space of trust, which can lead to unauthorized opponents to compromise legitimate node in the network to obtain the necessary access or opponents allowed to disclose their knowledge of the method. (It might be considered complementary mechanisms for securing code modulation / demodulation as obfuscation, or the star of an environment resistant to weathering).
In security terms, this method allows only a defense against the attack of the wormhole nodes opponents led by external (unauthorized) to the network, that is to say nodes that do not have the key cryptography. It also raises the question of establishing / negotiating the secret method between legitimate nodes in the network [2] .
B. Clock synchronization and Time Window: Packet leashes
Packet leashes is a solution for detecting the attack wormhole proposed by Hu [3] .
A leash is the information (time or geographical location)that is included in each of the packets on the network and serves to restrict their maximum distance transmission. Two methods of using leashes are presented:
• A first based on the support of a geographic positioning service.
• The second is based on an accurate clock synchronization between nodes. Geographical Leashes. The geographical leashes to ensure the distance between the receiver and sender of a message. The mechanism requires that each node knows its own geographic position, and secondly that the clocks of all nodes are loosely synchronized (on the order of a millisecond).During transmission of a message, the sending node includes in the message an authentic version of his own location and time of issue. A receiving node uses the information leashes encapsulated in the received message and its own geographical position and time of receipt of the message recorded to estimate an upper bound of the distance from the transmitter. Taking into considerations some variables such as maximum velocity nodes, the maximum error in the system clock synchronization, and the maximum possible error in the system of geographical passionately, the upper bound of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver can then be determined. If the calculated distance is greater than the maximum range of transmission, then the link probably wrong. One limitation of this method is that it relies on a positioning system. In fact, GPS technology is currently inoperative in the enclosed spaces (such as buildings), underwater environments, environments subject to strong magnetic radiation, etc. It also raises the question of state of location information provided by GPS technology. The authors state that according to the state of the art in GPS technology, it is possible to achieve an accuracy of about 3m.
Temporal leashes. The temporal leashes ensure that each message sent through the network until the expiration time is not exceeded, and then the packet is rejected. A nonnegligible prerequisites of the method is an accurate clock synchronization between all nodes in the network. Under this method, an issuer includes in each message an authentic version of the issue time. In the verification phase, a receiver compares this value to the time of receipt of the message. In a variant of temporal leashes, a transmitter determines the expiration time at which a message should be accepted and included this information in the leash. In summary, the method rests on the travel time of a message and then the speed of light to determine its approximate distance travel. An implicit assumption is that time of message processing, transmission and reception is negligible.
Discussion. Both the approach based on temporal leashes and the one based on the geographical leashes require the addition of authentication data for each message in order to protect leashes (against identity theft and modification).Authentication introduced a surcharge in terms of treatment and time (because of ground operations, audits and signing inbound and outbound).While the authors discuss mechanisms to improve the operational efficiency of signature, it is clear that the delays associated with them may make potentially terminal imprecise and unreliable. An overcost in terms of communication is mainly due to the addition of an authentication protocol with distribution / key exchange. Finally, a large storage capacity for authentication scheme based on a chopped tree is required. C. Geographical Positioning Directional antennas. Nodes equipped with directional antennas using sectors (a total of 8, namely N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE, SW) to communicate between them. A node that receives a message from a neighbor gets a rough information (N, S, E, W) on its position. He knows the relative orientation of its neighbor over himself. These are additional bits of information (angle of arrival of the signal) that are exploited in some way to facilitate the detection / discovery of wormhole attacks. In [4] , Hu and Evans proposed a method for checking the neighborhood using directional antennas. The neighboring nodes examine the direction of the received signal for each of the other nodes and share a witness. The neighborhood relationship is confirmed only when the directions of all pairs match. r max maximum range of transmission; d SR distance between nodes transmitter and receiver R S; p S, p R current position of the nodes S and R; T S ,T R timestamps sending and receiving message; Δt max error in the synchronization of clocks; Δd max error in the positioning of nodes; v max speed max nodes;
If the formula is not checked against dAB ⇒ possible wormhole AB.
D. Module Specific Hardware and Time Window
In [5] it is assumed that each node is equipped with special equipment capable of responding immediately to 1-bit.The challenger measures the travel time of the signal with an accurate clock to calculate the distance between the nodes.
Assumed: (0) nodes communicate via radio transmission; two nodes are considered neighbors if they are worn transmission;(1) each node has a clock and local clocks between nodes are loosely synchronized (the difference between two clocks of network nodes is less than 1 second).For a low clock synchronization, the authors refer readers to "Time synchronization in ad hoc networks, K. Romer; (2) Each node is equipped with a specific hardware module that can provide temporary control of the unit transmitting / receiving radio transmissions from the CPU. With this hardware module, a node can receive a single bit, perform a XOR operation on two bits, and then transmit a single bit without involving the CPU of a node; (3) it is not required that the nodes are equipped with a geographic positioning module; (4) nodes are able to generate cryptographic keys to verify signatures, to perform functions of ground (that is to say, accomplish any task required to secure communications);(5) the system operates with a central authority whose role is to control the associations to network and to assign a unique identity to each node; (6) all nodes in the network have either shared secret keys. The proposed technique allows an entity (the checking) to determine an upper bound on its physical distance with another entity (the evidence). It is based on two elements: the fact that light travels at a finite speed (about 30cm by nanosecond), then the fact that current technologies can measure local timings (timings) with an accuracy up to the nanosecond. With these two elements, it is possible from the travel time on a turn signal to derive an upper bound on the physical distance between a checking and a can. It requires several rounds of rapid exchange of bits between the checking and up (several rounds of exchange of bits).Each bit emitted by a first entity is considered a challenge to which each other entity must issue a response on a bit now. For a local measure of time elapsed between the time of issuing the challenge and the response time of reception, the first entity can compute an upper bound of the distance to other entities. The authors propose a variant of the Chaum protocol Brands-called MAD (Mutal Authenticated Distance-bounding). This is a multi-round protocol for estimating a bound securely to the distance between a pair of nodes.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF WORMHOLE ATTACKS In general the attack by a wormhole (a term referring to wormhole in astronomy that is shortcuts between distant points in space), the traffic part of the network is recorded and relayed to another party network. A wormhole attack can be conducted either by a single node adversary, or by a coalition of opponents. The figure1 illustrates the principle of the attack according to the first model of opponent. We consider an adversary node (denoted A) located in both the direct field of communication between two legitimate nodes (denoted N1 and N2), wherein N1 and N2 are not focused direct communication. By a simple relay control messages N1 to N2 (and vis-versa), the adversary A succeeds in establishing a physical link between N1 and N2 non-existent and he has full control. Indeed, in the following exchanges between N1 and N2, the opponent can either continue the relay of messages through the tunnel is breaking the link
V. WORMHOLE ATTACK IN OLSR
The attack "wormhole" can strongly influence the topology construction, it can be fatal for many ad hoc routing protocols, particularly proactive routing protocols OLSR that exchange control packets for neighbor discovery and construction of the topology. Fig. 2 represents an ad hoc network, including a tunnel vortex. When the node A broadcasts its HELLO message the node X (the attacker) copy this message "HELLO" and sends it to node Y through the vortex built. Y receives the HELLO message and replays it in his speech. 
VI. DETECTING WORMHOLE ATTACKS
After review and analysis of various existing proposals in the literature on the various solutions level for the attack on the wormhole first, and the advantages and disadvantages of each method on the other hand, we then based on the addition of four posts "HELLOreq, HELLOrep, Probing, ACKprob "at the OLSR because it does not require time synchronization or location information, especially since it requires no special equipment or complex calculation, and have proposed using the MD5 algorithm and RSA to sign messages.
In this section, we describe our proposal for detecting and preventing the wormhole attack using OLSR as routing protocol. In our approach, nodes initially trying to detect suspicious links part of the wormhole after the audit.
A. Detecting Suspicious Links
The main concept used in the protocol is that of multipoint relays (MPRS). The MPRS are selected nodes which send broadcast messages during the process of flooding. This technique significantly reduces the overhead to messages from a classical flooding mechanism where every node retransmits each message when it receives the first copy of the message. In OLSR, the link state information is generated only by nodes elected as MPRS, and a second optimization is achieved by minimizing the number of control messages flooded in the network as a third optimization, a node MPR must report only links between itself and its selectors. The characteristic of the wormhole attack consists of packet latency relatively longer than the latency of wireless propagation normal to 1-hop.This is usually because the attack of wormhole many routes multi hop are directed toward the wormhole. Increases the burden on single path leading to more general queues delays in the wormhole. However, this is not a sufficient condition for the existence of a wormhole, because the packet transmission and affected by various factors such as congestion. To deduce suspicious links, we define two new packages for control OLSR:
HELLOreq&HELLOrep
The message "HELLOreq" replaces the message "HELLO" standard OLSR, and whichever option is chosen, there may be one of two directions. In the standard option, it works like the original message. In an another option uses the HELLO message of request for an explicit response from its neighbors. In this option, when receiving a message HELLOreq, the neighbors must respond with a message HELLOrep.HELLOrep and HELLOreq have exactly the same format of the standard OLSR HELLO. (Figure3) After each transmission of N HELLO message, a node sends a message HELLOreq. The value of N can be adjusted depending on the level of security. N must be set to a value sufficiently small. When a node receives a HELLOreq, it records the address of the sender and the time i Δi. The default message is HELLO 2s (The transmission interval) in OLSR [6] .To avoid overloading the network with too many answers HELLO message, A receiver delay responses of several requests until it is scheduled to send its HELLO message standard. Reserved: This field should be "0000000000000000". Htime: Interval of issuance of messages Hreq, Willigness: to force the passage of a node in MPR Link Code: Code identifying the type of link (no information, symmetric, asymmetric) between the sender and the interfaces listed ("Neighbor Interface Address").
The figure 4 shows an example of a timing where a cluster of three responses HELLOrep previously received messages HELLOreq. When a node receives a HELLOrep, it checks if HELLOrep contains information relating to each of its applications. If there is no information on his previous requests, the node treats 'HELLOrep' received as a message "HELLO" normal. Otherwise, the node monitors the arrival time of "HELLOrep" is the arrival in its range of expected waiting time. If "HELLOrep" fails in its expected waiting time, the author classifies the node connection between itself and the node that sent the "HELLOrep" as suspect and stopped communicating with this node until the end of the verification procedure of the wormhole. 
A. Wormhole Verification
After the detection of suspicious links, the origin of "HELLOreq" performs a verification procedure for each link suspect.To this end, two new messages are added to the protocol to detect the wormhole tunnel; a node sends a packet of "Probing" to all of its nodes suspects. When one node receives the packet "Probing" he responds with a message to the sender ACKprob package "Probing" after stopping all transmissions of data packet. The ACKprob also contains the treatment given by the receiver of the package "Probing" until he replied with ACKprob. This information is now used to set a specific timeout. If the node receives a packet of "Probing" do not have any information on the status of the source node, it fails to send the ACKprob and starts collecting the desired information exchanged through "HELLOrep" and "HELLOreq". When the sender of the package "Probing" receives "HELLOreq" instead of "ACKprob", it immediately sends a package HELLOrep "and initializes a new timeout for this node. The waiting time for other nodes is not changed. If this node sends a packet "Probing" and "ACKprob" at a time, each packet can be grafted another package. (Fig5) To ensure the safe exchange of a package of "Probing" and "ACKprob". We proposed MD5 and RSA to sign messages. Fig. 6 With this technique hash it is impossible to produce two messages having the same condensation message. The MD5 algorithm performs the following steps to calculate the condensate from the message: -Step 1: Add bits of extension. Its new length is congruent to "448" modulos "512".
-Step 2. Update length. The 64-bit representation is added to the result of the first step in getting a data whose total length is a multiple of 512.
- • Consists mainly of 4 rounds on the message blocks.
• Each round processes a block of 512 bits that mix the contents of the buffer of 128 bits. -Step 5. Generate a condensate output of 128-bit message. If the node receives a packet encrypted "Probing", first it decrypts the packet, then verifies the identity of the shipper.
If authentication is successful, the node constructs a "ACKprob" which contains the state of the sender. Similarly the node hach "ACKprob" and number before sending it. After receipt, the sender checks the validity of the message "ACKprob" before using the information contient. Again, the author of the verification packet is investigating whether "the ACKprob" has arrived time limit, similar to the procedure of "HELLOrep" and "HELLOreq", the author also decides in this exchange on any suspicious links. To decide whether a suspicious link through a tunnel, the node compares its assessment of the reputation of the other end of the link with the other node evaluation suspicious of his own reputation status:
(Prov, Prov) :If the result of the reputation of the remote node is proved and the contents of the encrypted ACKprob is proved, the author concludes that the link between him and the knot does not suspect a wormhole tunnel. The author maintains close relationship with that node and accepts the information from this node.
(Susp, Prov) ou (Prov, Susp) :If any two nodes judge the remote node or the contents of "ACKprob" as suspect, the author concludes that the link is always suspect. In that case, the author restarts communication with the node after a time chosen at random. When this period expresses the exchange of packets "Probing" and "ACKprob. If the result of this exchange leads to the conclusion of at least one suspect state, the author treats the link as a tunnel wormhole.
(Susp, Susp) :If the reputation of the remote node and the content of the ACKprob are suspect, the author concludes that the link contains a tunnel. Consequently, the author removes the node from the list of neighbors to one-hop neighbors and 2-hop that are one hop to that node. If the suspect node was chosen as MPR, the author moves to a list of nodes forced non-MPR. The author does not use this link, and packets arriving via this link are deleted. If the sender to send packets to the node of the suspect, he must find another way to achieve this node to the exclusion of the link vortex (Wormhole link).If there is no other way for this node. The author expects the exchange process "HELLOreqHELLOrep" next to discover alternate paths.
B. Timeouts
The value of the timeout has to be calculated carefully in order to avoid false decisions. If the timeout is set to a too small value, the legitimate nodes can be mistakenly suspected. On the other hand, if the timeout is set to a highly large value, it becomes almost hard to detect any wormhole attack. The timeout setting is related to whether it can distinguish the normal wireless transmission range of a single hop. Timeout can be then defined as follows:
where R denotes the maximum transmission range of each node or radio coverage. V is the propagation speed of the wireless signal (e.g., the light speed C). In our solution, if a link is regarded as suspicious, the link is given another chance to prove its legitimacy rather than being subject to immediate coercive measures. The parameter Tproc denotes the packet processing time and the queuing delays within nodes. Usually, Tproc is hard to be calculated by formulation as it heavily relies on the topology, the amount of traffic sent/received, and the link conditions (with many collisions or not). In our solution, a sender uses an approximation of receiver's Tproc because it's not using any authentication in HELLOreq-HELLOrep exchange procedure. When the originator sends normal HELLO messages and HELLOreq messages, it records the difference between packet scheduling time and real transmission time. An average of the latest three records is calculated and is used as Tproc in the HELLOreq-HELLOrep exchange procedure. However, an approximation of Tproc is not needed in the Probing-ACKprob exchange procedure due to the used end-to-end authentication. Therefore, the sender uses Tproc from the receiver, the difference between the Probing packet receiving time and the ACKprob sending time to decide whether there is a wormhole link or not.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our system using the simulator Glomosim. We generated a number of random topologies with M nodes over a square field; where M ranges from 10 to 50. The square field size is varied from 400x400mto 1500x1500m depending on the network size (i.e., number of nodes). The maximum transmission range of each node is set to 250m. The malicious node pair is selected randomly among the nodes in the formed network. To prevent statistical biases, the presented results are average of 100 simulation runs. Every node, including the malicious nodes, and control messages such as HELLO or TC messages, follow the default settings as in the specifications of the OLSR protocol [6] - [15] .
VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Fig. A.1, 2,3,4 shows the results of detection Accuracy. Detection Accuracy is measured by the ratio of actual links That Contain wormhole tunnels on the links That Are Deemed suspicious by our solution. The results show that the detection accuracy depends on the correlation between the number of nodes and the length of the tunnel. In a network of 15 nodes, the detection accuracy rarely decreases with increasing length of the tunnel. However, in large networks (eg, nodes 30 and 50), the detection accuracy decreases significantly with increasing length of the tunnel. Fig. B.1, 2, 3, 4 shows the rate of detection of wormhole link depending on tunnel length for different sizes of network. The tunnel length is the number of hops between nodes malicious. The range of emission is equal to "HELLOreq" 5 (which means that after sending five "HELLO" normal one "HELLOreq" is sent), and the length of the wormhole attack is fixed at 30 seconds. The results show that wormholes are found more in the configuration where the attack is launched on a number of more hop. This result is quite obvious, since through a wormhole tunnel packets are encapsulated and decapsulated repeatedly, leading to more delayed transmissions. In the case of less than three hop, the rate of detection is relatively low. Fig. C shows the rate of detection of the wormhole connection with different intervals of emission "HELLOreq" and different duration of the attack of the wormhole when the number of nodes is 30. The graph highlights the correlation between the interval and emission data "HELLOreq" and the length of the wormhole attack. If the duration of the attack of the wormhole is shorter than the interval of issue "HELLOreq, the detection rate of the link of the wormhole is poor (less than 0.5). This is because there are nodes that do not meet the redemption process "HELLOreq-HELLOrep.
Our approach shows a good detection rate after two intervals show "HELLOreq. This result demonstrates the impact of the interval of emission "HELLOreq" on the detection time. If the interval of emission "HELLOreq" and long enough, it takes more time to detect the wormhole. Therefore, an application that requires a high degree of security must use small intervals of issue "HELLOreq".
IX. CONCLUSION
The wormhole attack remains a severe attack and not fully resolved, particularly in a configuration of ad hoc network where OLSR is used as the routing protocol.
Wormhole attacks are severe, which can easily be launched, even in networks of confidentiality and authenticity. In the article we have proposed a more effective method for detecting and preventing attacks Wormholes in OLSR. Its detection principle is based on the use of four messages "HELLOreq, HELLOrep, Probing, ACKprob." The solution is easy to deploy, and does not require time synchronization or location information, nor does it require any special hardware or complex calculation. The performance of this approach show a high detection rate under various scenarios. 
